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Guest name - Mr. Parashuram Prabhune 

Travel date - July 2023  

Duration - 3 nights 4 days  

Meal Plan - Breakfast and dinner at Hotel in Munnar (Included) 

 

Amarnath Yatra Darshan Package Via Helicopter 2023 Via Sonmarg Neelgrath 

Amarnath Yatra Started 05 July to 10th Aug - 2023 

Carrying Covid-19 Negative Certificate is Compulsory  

                                                                                                

Day 1 – Arrival Srinagar  

Welcome to Srinagar Airport. You will meet our representative and get transferred to Sonmarg which 

will take about 3 hrs to reach the destination. Check into the hotel. After relaxing, enjoy the natural 

surroundings. Overnight stay at the Hotel Sonmarg. 

  

 

Day 2 – Neelgranth Srinagar  

Leave after early breakfast and a short drive will take you to Neel Grath (Helipad) and board in 

the helicopter and from Neel Grath to Panchtarni to Neel Grath by helicopter. From Panchtarni 

to Amarnath ji cave it is about 5/6 Kms by foot/Horse/Palki which will take about 1 and half hours to 

reach to the cave depending on the rush of the yatries. Evening, catch the Helicopter to proceed back 

to Neel Grath. In the evening we proceed to Srinagar. Overnight stay in Srinagar Hotel. 
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Day 3 – Srinalar Local  

After breakfast enjoy Srinagar famous Mughal Gardens Chashma Shahi (The Royal Springs), Nishat 

Bagh (Garden of Delight), Shalimar Garden (Adobe of Love). In the evening, I went back to Hotel for 

a comfortable overnight stay. 

  

Day 4 – Departure  

After breakfast depart from Srinagar Airport for your onward flight back home. 

  

Cost  - Per Person Cost @ 28500/- Per Person x 15 

 

Stay  

01 Night Sonmarg Hotel Snow Heights / Hotel International / at Sonmarg 

02 Nights Srinagar - Trident Kashmir Resort / Almara Retreat / Himalayan Resort / Srinagar 

Room allocations - 15 Passengers : 05 Rooms Triple Sharing 

 

Inclusions  

 Accommodation on Twin/ triple  Sharing (03 Breakfast + 03 Dinner)   
 Same Day Helicopter Tickets  
 NAC Sumo, Tavera, Innova Car, Tempo traveler and L.P. Coach for transfers  
 Transfer from Srinagar Apt to Baltal & Vice Versa 
 All Transfers / Sightseeing Tours / Excursion as per programme 
 Full day Sightseeing Tour of Mughal Gardens. 
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Cost does not includes  
 Expenses of personal Nature such as tips, laundry, telephone, table drinks, beverages etc. 
 Entrance fee at all places of visit.   
 Any other services not in the Programme. 
 Cable Car / Pony Ride in Gulmarg, Sonmarg and Pahalgam 
 Car for any sightseeing in Gulmarg, Sonmarg and Pahalgam 
 Local guide for any SS Tours / Excursions 
 Pack / Riding Pony for Trekking.                                                  

  
Additional charges you have to pay for –  
1. Pony, Mules, Dolly Charges For the trek 
2. Any other expenses which is not Mentioned here 
 
IMP NOTES  
If the Helicopter does not operate due to bad weather, technical or any other unforeseen reasons, we will not 
be responsible for any financial loss that may be incurred by the passengers due to this. 
The Helicopter operator may offer the passengers an option to travel the next day. In such cases the passengers 
would have to pay Rs. 1000 for the vehicle retention for 1 extra night and will also have to pay for their hotel 
accommodation for extra night. In case the passenger is unable to perform the Helicopter journey due to the 
above mentioned reasons, they are entitled to full refund for the airfare only, as per terms and conditions by 
operator. 
The Helicopter travel is subject to all the terms and conditions mentioned on the Helicopter ticket. Passengers 
are requested to read them carefully. 
Following documents are accepted as valid Photo IDs: Valid Passport / Driving License / Election Card / Pan 
Card/Photo Id issued by Govt. / PSU and School Photo ID Name of relative to be nominated for insurance 
purposes. 
  
For women  
Saree is not a suitable dress for the Yatra. Salwar Kameez, pant shirt or a track suit will be better. Ladies who 
are more than 6 week pregnant shall not be allowed to undertake the pilgrimage. 
  
Payment Term  
For your reservation we need some token amount in an advance i.e. Rs. 14,350/- Per Person {For Neelgrath 
Route} 
Rest of the payment will be when we will deliver you the traveling vouchers by email Or by post. Balance 
payment has to be done within 07 working days after receiving your vouchers. On arrival payments at 
Srinagar are not allowed.  Helicopter Tickets will be delivered on the last 02 days of your Amarnath Yatra. 
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Remark  
1.     The trek to the Panjtarni - Holy Cave and back to Panjtarni takes approx. 4-5 hours by walk and aprox 1.5 
hours {one side} by ponies Or Palkies. And the Darshan takes min. 1-2 hour time. Normally the flights stop 
after 5 PM {Sub. To the weather conditions}, hence, it is likely that passengers reaching Panjtarni after11 
AM may be unable to take the flight back to Neelgrath the same day. Such passengers will need to put up for a 
night at Panjtarni {at Tent}at their own cost and they will be picked up from Panjtarni the next day on a first 
come first serve basis. 
  
2.   It is estimated that per Adult passenger weight is 75KG approx. In case of overweight of the passenger, 
because of the weight limitations of the helicopter, Heli services has the discretion to refuse or make the 
alteration into the booking /fare and charge an additional amount for the excess weight as per Industry 
practice. Maximum of 5 kg of hand baggage per Adult is permitted only. Excess baggage is not permitted. 
  
3.   We are highly recommending you to take a minimum 03 Nights & 04 Days Package for Amarnath Yatra. If 
the weather is not favorable Or you will stuck at Panchtarni, in this case you will be able to catch 
your return flight from Srinagar to your onward journey. 
   
4.   Suggestion if guest is taking 02 Nights / 03 Days Package:  If guest is taking 03 days package in this case 
they should book their return flight on day 04thinstead of day 03rd. Still the guest book their return flight 
on day 03rd and if due to any reason their return flight will no – show in this case it will be completely guest 
responsibility , No refund will be considered for any flight No-Show case.       
  
5.   In our Group Departure Packages, the vehicle will be on a sharing basis with other group members. Rates 
are valid for min. 02 Pax sharing a room. For Min. 06 - 07 People Non A/C Tata Sumo will be provided. For 08 
– 13 people Non A/C Tata Winger vehicles will be provided.  Every guest has to wait for another guest at 
Srinagar airport and all the further transfers. The estimated timing of assembling at Srinagar airport 
approx 04 - 05 PM. On the day of Amarnath Yatra by helicopter {02nd Day}. Those Yatri who will be late OR 
stuck at Panchtarni due to any reason they all have to manage their Neelgarth – Srinagar transfers by their 
own cost. Our group departure vehicle will only be available for all members till 06:00 PM in the evening 
{02nd Day} only. So please be double sure before making your group departure package. In case of any problem 
{i.e. waiting at Airport / Neelgrath Helipad} we will not be responsible and any kind of complaints regarding 
that will not be entertained.      
  
6.   Please visit our official website “AMARNATH BOOKING ” for our all category Yatra Package. You can 
check the hotels category and according to your preference you can book your desired package.   
     
7.    For all the detailed information regarding Shri Amarnath Ji Yatra please visit their official website 
 “ www.shriamarnathjishrine.com ”     
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Guest Details  
At the time of booking we require the following details: a] Full Name and Gender of all passengers b] Full 
address and phone no. of all families c] Details of ID card and No. that would be carried by the passenger in 
whose name booking is being made. 
  
Please note –  
Helicopter Fares are subject to change / any change in the package subject to natural calamity or any subject to 
enforce is to be paid by the traveling passenger at the time of travel enroute 
  
Cancellation Policy  
1)   75% cancellation of the package cost after Confirmation / issuing the hotel vouchers. 
2)  100% cancellation before 30 days of the travel date. 
3)  No amendment in Hotels / Houseboat / Camps / Transport & Helicopter Tickets Once the booking is done. 
  
Note  
1)   Accommodation & Heli fares are subject to availability at the time of reservation. 
2)  Rates subject to change without prior notice {Before Bookings, Once booking is confirm Same rates will be 
applicable} 
3)  The above rates are net & non commissionable. 
  
Notes for Hotels and houseboat  
A.  Before doing the bookings kindly personally check all hotels Website, reviews & other services on the 
internet. We have already provided the hotels name destinations wise. If the given hotels are not suitable then 
please ask for the upgraded hotel options.        
B.  Check-in Time is 14:00 hrs. / Check-out time is 11:00 hrs. 
D. A valid photo ID proof & Hotel Vouchers for all guests staying at the hotel is mandatory. 
E.  For Extra adult {above 12 Yrs.} in the room we will provide an extra bed (wherever possible), but most of 
the hotels only provide an extra mattress or roll out bed. Most of the hotels have no provision of an extra bed. 
F.   In the area (almost all) the hotels do not have a lift facility and in all the hotels the guest will have to climb 
stairs. In case  if any guest is having a problem of blood pressure, knee or other ailment for which they cannot 
climb the higher floors  they will have to intimate us during the time of booking so that we can arrange rooms 
at the lowest floor of the hotel  enabling the guest to climb the minimum number of stairs possible. 
G.  Kashmir is a hill station so in the area maximum hotels are not have any kind of A/C facilities in the rooms. 
Non A/C Rooms only available in Kashmir Destination.   
H. Check Inn will be on a first come first serve basis at the time of arrivals. 
I.   For Houseboat Check Inn: Shikara Boats are only available till 08:30 to 09 P.M. in the late evening for 
crossing. In one Shikara boat only 04 adults are allowed. Shikara Ride will be for just 01 hour. 
J. Most of the Dlx. Houseboats are having min. 03 – 04 bed rooms. The living area, Lobby and dining area will 
be on sharing basis with other houseboat guests. Rooms will be on separate basis with having full privacy. 
Rooms are having attached washroom with hot and cold running water.  
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About Transport  
1.    Our driver / executive will be there at Srinagar airport with the PLA – CARD {with your name} at Exit 
Gate on the Airport. 
2.   We have calculated the basic vehicle {Non A/C Tata Sumo/ Indica Car} in our proposal, if you want to 
upgrade your vehicle into other type of vehicle {Tavera Car / Innova Car} Or if you require A/C version in 
vehicle then please ask the same with our executive before your travel date. Accordingly, we will provide our 
proposal. During the travel any kind of changes in vehicle will not consider.     
3.   The guest should always be cool & calm with the drivers as they are not tourism educated and come from 
different remote villages. 
4.   As there is shortage of space for car parking in the entire Kashmir region – guest will have to wait at the 
Lobby in time for the vehicle to start their sightseeing / transfers. 
5.    We would appreciate, if the guest does not lend their ears to the drivers as most of the time they misguide 
the passengers. In such instances we would request them to contact our executive. 
6.  Keeping this in mind please ensure that you do not leave your belongings in the vehicle as there is very 
little possibility of getting them back. Always check your baggage before leave the vehicle. 
7.   Please inform your guest to maintain the timing for the sightseeing / transfers which will advisable by our 
executive. Mainly in Kashmir vehicle will not allowed to park at the hotel instead of parking stand. 
8.   Only 06 heads are allowed in 1 Innova / Tavera / Sumo Car including child and 08 - 12 heads are allowed in 
Tata Winger. In case the number of travelers are increases, than the guest will have to opt for the additional 
vehicle with an extra cost which is directly payable by the guest on the spot. 
9.   If you do not want your vehicle on sharing basis with other group members then please refer our 
separate package instead of group departure. 
  
Warm regards – Mr Sandeep Deshpande  
Call – 9158720002 / 9767782020 


